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200th Gentoo Council meeting [2]

Way back in 2005, the reorganization of Gentoo led to the formation of the Gentoo Council, a
steering body elected annually by the Gentoo developers. Forward 15 years, and today we had
our 200th meeting! (No earth shaking decisions were taken today though.) The logs and
summaries of all meetings can be read online on the archive page.

Site Potpourri for Mother's Day [Updated] [3]

Servers, Part 1. Behind the scenes, TheMightyBuzzard spent the weekend setting up a new
server, aluminum. We are gradually moving to a Gentoo Linux base for our servers. Rather
than pre-compiled binaries that get downloaded and run locally, Gentoo provides source code
for download that one compiles and builds locally. At the moment we have three Gentoobased servers (lithium, magnesium, and aluminum), one server on CentOS (beryllium), and
the rest are on Ubuntu. By moving to Gentoo Linux, we get a streamlined server with a
smaller attack surface as only the things we need are built into the kernel. That lone CentOS
server? It has been with us from the start and has been no end of a hassle. Several services
"live" on it and these need to be migrated before we can retire it. The first stage of that process
is underway as Deucalion has been working on bringing up IRC on aluminum. In turn, other
services will be brought over. Then we can (finally!) retire beryllium for good! Next on the list
are sodium and boron (aiming to have completed by June.) Along with that, there have been
new (security and otherwise) releases of other services that site depends on. We intend to get
those upgraded as we move to an entirely Gentoo platform. Please join me in wishing them

well on the migrations and upgrades!
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